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Adel University

Under 18 Men

Women—Semi Final
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Club News
Girls in finals!

Last chance to enter Community Lottery!

Our U12 and U14 Girls are playing semi finals in
their first season—what an achievement!

The People’s Choice Community Lottery closes
31 August so get your tickets now and support
the club.

Come out and support the girls at Broadview
oval this Friday night, 4 August. The U12 Girls
are playing at 5.30pm against Glenunga in the
second Semi Final. The U14 Girls are playng at
8pm against Hectorville in the first Semi Final.
Good luck to both teams!

You can purchase online at: www.peoples
choicecu.com.au/golden-grove-football-club
Drakes Supermarkets Community Dollars
If you shop at Drakes please support the club by
taking a tag from the bar to swipe each time you
make a purchase. For every $2 spent, 1c will be
credited to GGFC.

Under 7 Green
On a coolish, windy Friday night at home, the U7 Green Kookies
took on U7 Gold under lights.
It was 19 players versus 18 players, showing great numbers participating at our club and the match was eagerly anticipated with strong
parental support making for quite an atmosphere.
U7 Gold were highly developed and ‘shocked’ us in the first quarter
with commitment at the ball, speed and clean movement and plenty
of grit and determination. The only highlight in what was a very slow
start for Green was a cracking crunch when Annelise contested
amongst 2 Gold boys and gave the contest her all.

We pleaded with the kids to try and man up better in defence and give every effort they had to get that ball first.
I am pleased to say something clicked in the second quarter because the kids tightened up on their earlier-loose
opponents and we started to find a bit of ball and enter our forward line a little bit. Hayden was great with 3 kicks, 1
hand ball, 2 marks and 1 hard ball get, as was Jacob Kenna, 1 of our newest players, who had 2 hard ball gets, 2
kicks, 2 marks and scored 1 goal 1 behind.
By the time the third quarter began, we were in the contest and at last the crowd got what they came to see – a
genuine contest. Jacob Day was in the thick of things with 3 kicks, 1 hand ball, 1 mark and 2 running bounces,
showing his continued development, and Brodie Lovell was creating space regularly, and finished with a nice goal,
3 kicks, 1 mark and 1 hand ball.
The last quarter was a dead-set tussle, Green keeping Gold scoreless whilst we banged on 1 goal 1 to at least
make all the kids know they played a game. Mason Easter had 1 of his best quarters in the last, getting 3 hard ball
gets, 3 kicks, 1 hand ball and 1 goal assist.
In the end, the superb run and carry from Gold in the first quarter and a half was simply a bridge too far to peg back,
they marked everything, spread quickly and kicked with great accuracy early to deny us even a glimpse, and that
margin remained throughout the game.
All the kids enjoyed linking up after the final siren to sing the club song heartily and we had a fair glimpse of the club
being in some good hands over the next 5 years…. Well done to all.

Under 8 Blue
Round 12 saw U8 Blue return to Harpers Field to play a ‘Showdown’ against U8 Gold under lights. After a good
training session the night before our numbers were unfortunately reduced on the day of the game with some untimely and unlucky non-footy injuries to Harry and Patrick. Cameron was our captain for the day and chose to kick
towards the northern end in the first quarter.
The main focus areas for the game were to: man up, be first to the ball and to run with the ball.
The first quarter commenced with both teams playing some great footy, in the midfield Cameron was able to clear
the ball and move it into our forward lines where Jackson was able to obtain possession and kick a good goal.
Jamison and Sam where busy providing pressure to the U8 Gold midfielders who were starting to get on a roll as
the quarter continued. In defence, some loose manning up early ensured U8 Gold were able to have a few shots at
goal. Lochy and Blake were busy creating run from defence whilst Brandon showed great determination to dive on a
loose ball and win possession. The first quarter came to an end which allowed the U8 Blue boys to come together
for a quick drink and changes to the team, the break also gave the coaching staff an opportunity to remind the boys
to stick to basics and to play as a team.

The second quarter commenced well with Brady winning a good tap in
the middle which allowed Jayden to run with ball and kick it deep into our
forward line. Ryan was busy in the middle applying some great pressure
to the U8 Gold midfield. Another highlight was a slick handball from
Brady to Jacob to move the ball on. In forward line Blake pounced on a
loose ball and was able to kick a nice goal whilst Jacob presented well
and was able to take a strong mark then kick deep towards goals. As the
quarter went on U8 Gold were starting to play great team footy and move
the ball into their forward line relatively easy which ensured that our defence was kept quite busy. Callum and Austyn showed great poise taking a number of strong marks whilst Sam and Jamison showed good
dedication manning up well for the quarter. The half time siren sounded
which gave everyone and chance to enjoy some oranges and have a quick drink. After a fast and frantic first half,
the break gave the coaching staff time to remind the boys to play smart team footy and to not rush.
The second half commenced with U8 Gold winning a number of clean possessions out of the middle and moving
the ball into their forward lines. In defence Jackson, Ryan and Louis were busy applying great pressure to the U8
Gold forwards so they had no easy possessions. As the quarter went on some great endeavours and pressure from
Brandon and Lochy in the midfield saw us able win possession and move the ball forward. Whilst in our forward line
Callum took a strong mark and was able to kick a nice goal, Austyn and Cameron were busy ensuring the ball
stayed in our forward area. The siren sounded to bring the 3rd quarter to an end, the boys came together for a quick
drink. The break gave an opportunity to remind the boys of our focus areas of the game and to ensure the boys had
fun to finish our last night game for the year.
The last quarter commenced similar to the third quarter with the U8 Gold midfield starting well moving the ball into
their forward lines where they were able to kick a number of goals keeping the goal umpire busy. As the quarter
went on it was great to see the all of the boys dig deep and continue to fight to win the footy. In the middle Jamison
was able to tap the ball nicely to Cameron where he was able to move the ball forward with a long kick. Sam and
Callum were also busy in the middle winning a number of possessions. The boys in defence were again kept busy
with Lochy, Kye and Asher all applying some great pressure for the entire quarter. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club song.
On Friday night we played a very strong and well experienced team and
again showed that we have made significant improvement as a team
since the start of the season. The next challenge for us is to ensure that
as a team that we play as a team and that we stick to our team focus areas for the entire game. Lastly, there were a number of little things that I
witnessed from the group whilst on the field that tells me that we have the
foundation of good team and are starting to build a really special team
bond. Special congratulations to the two young lads from U8 Gold who
played their 50th games for GGFC on Friday night, a great effort and I
certainly hope that on behalf of U8 Blue that you had a great night. Next
week we will be back at Harpers Field to play Hope Valley on Sunday
morning. GO BURRAS!

Under 8 Gold
The kids had a great time in the showdown against the
GGFC U8 Blue team in round 12 on Friday night, followed by pizza night in the clubrooms.
We managed to kick 8 goals and display some amazing
talent. Thank you to the Blue team who were fantastic
sports and who also put on a great display of football!

A huge congratulations to Jackson Barnes and Josh
Jarrad who celebrated their 50th game milestones at
the game on Friday. Both Jackson and Josh work hard
at their football each-and-every week; Josh is renowned
for his long, accurate kicking and Jackson, who was
plagued with injury early in the season, is a strong ruckman. We thank both boys for their efforts and sportsmanship so far in their playing careers and hope that
they continue to love their football for the next 50
games and beyond.

Under 10 Blue
After the school holiday bye, followed by a sickness decimated side last
week, it was a nice turn of events to have a relatively settled line up this
week to take on Para Hills. Weather was looking good and the Para Hills
deck was in good nick (yet, still offering some good patches of mud for the
boys to enjoy)!
With only 4 rounds remaining, emphasis is firmly on the boys enjoying this
last month of footy. Each player has areas they are looking to focus on
and doing their bit to add to the team.
Captain Mitch started us off by winning the toss. From the get go in the
first quarter, it was easy to tell our lads were ready to give it a crack. When
they roll up with the mindset to apply themselves and attack that footy, our opposition knows about it. Burras were
hunting the ball in the packs. Tackling was strong, lead by example from tackling machine Captain Mitch. The midfield were winning the footy forward for us and our structure ahead of the play was better than the previous month.
Having the better setup, allowed us the win the footy and then have targets in the right area to move the footy deep
into attack. The highlight of the quarter was provided by Aussie, sneaking forward to gather the footy, unleashing
his trademark dash and carry and long bombing a crucial goal for our side!
The second quarter saw Para Hills step up their intensity. We found ourselves treading water a bit. We certainly
didn't drop off from our first quarter, but we didn't find that extra gear like Para Hills did. The half time break came at
a good time to pull the boys together for a chat. Desperation acts and getting our hands on the ball first have been
under the microscope the last few weeks. This needed to lift in the second half....and it did!
We were seeing a more physical Burras after the break. Boys throwing themselves into ground contests, Lee, Robbie, Richo and James, just to name a few. Hayden, Rowsey, Matty and Lachy getting quick kicks forward. Aerial
work was improved, a great example from Tom making a textbook punching spoil in defence. Strong marks from
Presto, Zimmo, and Nate. A smashing tackle from our wrecking ball Riley and a crunching bump from Brodie over
by the boundary line. Those poor Para Hills kids will be feeling it today.
Throwing the boys into positions that are not their favourite gives me a
chance to see how they will respond and deliver. Today was a massive tick
from Josh. He was chucked into Full Back for 3 quarters and his intensity
and endeavour was second to none. He was rebounding time and time
again, massively strong in one on one contests and really lead by example.
One of the best games by him for the year!
It was good to see the boys run out that game. The effort was there, they
looked like they had put in when that final siren sounded. That's what
makes a great footy team. The boys sang the song with gusto! Well deserved.

Under 11 Red
Tom Stevens led the team on to the field as team
captain with Kalan and Luke as Vice-Captain. Tom
played a great captains game leading from the front,
on many occasions Tom won the tap hitting a Kookaburra right on the chest. His tackling and all round
team play was outstanding in his 100th game. Well
done Tom!
We started the first quarter with Luke Scott in the
centre, Luke has been working very hard on his inside game and it was great to see it really pay off
when the ball was bounced he was the first player
into the contest tackled hard grabbed the footy and
got the first kick forward. We were away! The ball was in our forward line a lot in the first quarter thanks to some
great efforts from Sam Rudd and Joshua Richter who managed to hold the ball in and ensure that the ball did not
rebound out. But the outstanding play of Declan Braybrook ensured that the ball was delivered with pin point precision. On one occasion Declan laid a perfect tackle, then busted through 3 Walkerville players spinning out of trouble
and getting the ball forward. Great game Declan!

Although we had the ball in our forward line a lot, Walkerville were able to put us under some extreme pressure in
the backline and it was great to see Lachlan Giles, Jai Arnold and Harrison Lawlor really stand tall. On one occasion
all 3 players were completely outnumbered and with sheer grit and determination were able to prevent what looked
like a certain goal. Great team game boys. But the game was in the balance and the score was Golden Grove 0
Goal 1 Point to Walkerville 0 Goal 0 Points at quarter time. We had discussed at half time that the Walkerville wingman were sitting wide in the contest and that if we were going to win the game they need to be stopped. It was Riley
Sewell and Cael Gursoy that took charge of the wings manning up tight and reducing the dominance of these players were making on the game. Cael had an exciting passage of play when he burst through the pack at 100 miles
an hour ran his distance and unfortunately missed the goal. Riley’s game each week has stepped up and has now
become a real leader within our team, his attack on the football has been outstanding and his relentless pressure
always creates the turnover. Great games Cael and Riley!
The game was still tight and it was great to see that it was played in the right spirit from both clubs. Brodie
Leisavnieks gave us a big target up forward, but it awesome to see Brodie wrestle the ball out from the bottom of
the pack and sweep out the handball to Marin Barlow who did not break stride and slotted the ball through from
about 30 metre. Brodie not only played well up forward, but when he went back to full back on one of Walkerville’s
tallest player, dominated the defence ensuring no goals were scored. Great game Brodes! Marin also played a critical role on the day as we were lacking a target on the half forward line and were looking for Marin to work up and
down the ground with aggressive attacking football and I was very proud of the way that he played! Great game
Marin!
The scores were tied up at half time Golden Grove 2 goals 1 point to Walkerville 2 goals 1 point and we knew we
had to lift our game. Tyson Hartmann took the game head on with fantastic running football, his attack on the football saw him grab the football in the forward pocket snapping a great goal, one of his two goals for the day. Great
game Tyson! It was great to see some of our running players start to take the game on, with Danyle Dobie, Daniel
Hewitt and Tyson Durdin started to see us get on top of Walkerville. We had been asking all week to make sure we
are pushing to the second contest and it was this work rate that ensured that we had plenty of numbers at the ball.
Great work boys! But it was 100 game player Kalan Weaving that opened up the game for us. Kalan has been instrumental this year in setting up our backline and ensuring we have been defensively very strong this season and it
was great to see Kalan go forward in the last half to really create some real forward pressure on the opposition. Kalan was able to grab the ball from the contest swing around and snap an important goal to open up the lead in the
3rd Quarter. Great game Kalan! Kaya Allan played another awesome game, particularly in the third quarter with his
strong rebound football, Kaya got the ball on the 50 meter line and ran into the forward line dogging around a couple of tacklers and unselfishly passed the ball hitting Sam Rudd right on the chest. Great Game Kaya!
It has been a team goal to try and get every player a goal this year and this week it was Michael Tarzia’s turn. When
the ball was kick forward by Tom, there was a heavily congested pack and Michael got himself into the front position
of the pack grabbed the ball of the ground then dodged around three tacklers slotting the ball straight through the
middle. It was great to see the entire team get around him to celebrate the goal. Great game Michael! But the game
was not over and were looking to make sure we finished strongly! Talan and Xander played awesome football all
day. Both players work hard across the ground making sure that they were always in front position, the run and effort from working at the bottom of the pack really did
ensure we had first use of the footy. Xander also finished with a great goal in the third quarter.
I would like to thank the parents that put the banner
together, the team culture is truly fantastic and the parent support is outstanding! Well done parents!
Final Scores
Golden Grove 7.3.45
Walkerville 2.4.16
Goals - Tyson Hartmann 2, Kalan Weaving 2, Michael
Tarzia 1, Marin Barlow 1, Xander Mossop 1
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